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Organization of the paper
• Introduction
• Section 1: institutional background of China’s regionally 

decentralized privatization
– City government centered privatization strategy  

• Section 2: the survey, the data and the methodology. 
• Section 3: What determines city governments’ privatization 

strategies? 
• Section 4: How different privatization strategies re-allocate 

control rights differently?
• Section 5: impacts of different privatization strategies on 

performance [diff-in-diff and IV (city characteristics)]
• Section 6 concludes the paper. 
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Introduction
• Privatization in China was initiated by city governments when 

central government discouraged privatization, late 1980s
– Later endorsed and promoted nationwide by the central government, late 1990s
– Constitutional protection of private property rights come further later, 2004
– After the endorsement of the central government, privatization in each city still 

depends on initiatives and implementations of the city government
• In contrast, privatization is a key national policy in other transition 

and emerging market economies
– All CEE and CIS countries have implemented national 

privatization programs
• Some CEE and CIS countries implemented massive privatization program at 

their early stage of transition
– Most emerging countries implemented national privatization 

programs (e.g. India, Brazil)
• Different Chinese cities privatized in very different ways  

Questions to be addressed 
• Questions to be addressed

– What city governments choose what privatization approach and why?
– From corporate governance point of view, the purpose of privatization is to 

change control right to improve efficiency 
• What city’s privatization change control rights of the firms?
• What city’s privatization lead to restructuring? 

– What city’s privatization improve performance of the firms? 

• Major findings and contributions by addressing the above questions
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Section 1. Institutional background (table)

• When the reform started in 1978 more than 4/5 of the firms 
in China are state owned
– Most of the SOEs were controlled by subnational governments, 

e.g. city governments
– De novo private and non-state sector growth out-compete that of 

the state sector
• CEE-CIS privatization was pushed through by central 

governments as a high priority, the Chinese government 
tried to avoid privatization whereas other market oriented 
reforms have been implemented

• Privatization was initiated by some city governments in 
disguised forms (e.g. Zhucheng in Shandong)

Chinese government and firms
• Most Chinese SOEs were ‘owned’ by city governments

– City governments control land, which determines firms’ 
development

– City governments intervene firms’ decisions 
• Before privatization some city governments encouraged de 

novo private sector (foreign/domestic) development 
– There was no constitutional protection for private property rights 

until Apr 2004
– ad hoc local government protections (promises and/or joint 

ventures) to private firms (foreign and domestic) are crucial for 
firms’ development in their jurisdictions 

– Fast growing foreign and domestic private firms since early 1990s, 
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Starting of de jury privatization
• Although productivity was improved in earlier reforms, SOEs made 

huge losses
– The overwhelming bad-loan problem created by the soft-budget constraint of 

the state were regarded as the biggest threat to the economy
– The losses made by the SOEs were totaled 79 billion RMB, increased by 190% 

from 1978 to 1996 (Ma,1998), it is getting worse rapidly
• Since the late 1980s some city governments initiated privatization as 

the last resort to resolve the SOE loss-making problem and city 
government fiscal problem without approval from the central 
government

• The Chinese Communist Party’s 15th Congress (1997) give a 
green light to city governments for privatizing SOEs within their 
jurisdictions  
– City governments are granted de jury ownership of SOEs within their 

jurisdictions that they are allowed to sell their own assets
• Nationwide implementation of privatization started in the late 1990s
• Constitutional amendment to protect private property rights (2004)

Major features of China’s privatization
• Privatization methods implemented in Chinese cities 

– Management-buy-out, 47% of privatized firms
– Selling to outsiders, 27% of privatized firms
– Selling to employees, 12% of privatized firms

• Aggregate impacts on all the industries and all the sectors
– 92,493 initially state-owned firms had been privatized with total assets of 11.4 

trillion RMB (inferred from our sample)
– 62.8% of the SOEs and COEs were privatized by the end of 2004
– The total number of SOEs in China is reduced from 118,000 in 1995 to 27,000 

in 2005 (NSB, 2006)
– In 2005, 17% of the firms in China are state owned (NSB, 2006)
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Section 2. Data
Nationwide Sampling Survey (table)

• Lack of data has been a barrier for systematic empirical research on 
China’s privatization at national level 
– Both the World Bank and the State Council have done some researches in some 

cities but the samples were not designed to reflect the nationwide picture
– The NSB firm census is not designed to look at ownership/governance change 

• Ownership registration in NSB data does not represent privatization well 

• This is the first survey designed to investigate nationwide 
privatization in China
– A sampling survey based on a “population” of nationwide industrial firms
– The “population” data source is the Annual Report of Industrial Enterprise 

Statistics (National Statistical Bureau). It covers all firms with annual turnover 
of 5 millions RMB (0.62 mil USD) or more and accounts for 90% of China’s 
industrial output 

– Random sampling survey is based on the 2004 and 1998 “populations” stratified 
by regions, industries, size of firms and ownerships 

– The sample represents the nationwide picture
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The survey strategy
• “Control group” data are collected

– Randomly sampled privatized and not-privatized firms in every region and 
every industry reflect the nationwide population

– Collect data on not-privatized firms (control group)
– Collect data on privatized firms before and after the privatization

• Every randomly selected firm is asked about either it was privatized
– If yes, we use Questionnaire A, we call these as Sample A

• Questions involve situations before and after privatization
– Otherwise, we use Questionnaire B, Sample B

• The Questionnaires A and B are the same except questions related to 
privatization

• The survey was conducted in early 2006 (pilot surveys: 2004, 05)
• We did pilot surveys by ourselves in the field with a sample size of 

700
• The large scale nationwide survey was conducted by a survey 

company through telephone interviews of the heads of the firms
• We sampled 16,400 firms nationwide with a response rate 18% 

The sample
• Sample A: privatized firms

– Size: 899 firms: purposely biased with more SOEs to study privatization
– 83% are in the state sector

• 1.2% are centrally controlled SOEs; 81.8% are subnational SOEs
– 14% are TVEs
– 3% are others

• Sample B: not-privatized firms
– Size: 475 not-privatized SOEs and 1685 de novo non-state firms
– 17% are in the state sector
– 5% are COEs
– 57% are domestic private firms
– 10% are joint ventures (with foreign firms)
– 11% are foreign firms 

• Our sample represents the nationwide population reasonably well
– By design, we intend to bear general implications about China from our 

discoveries
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Sample vs. Population: 
Distribution of Firm Ownership

Sample vs. Population: 
Distribution of Firm Size
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Sample vs. Population: 
Distribution of Region

Sample vs. Population: 
Distribution of Industry
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A gradual and steady progress 
of privatization, 1999-2005

Dominance of insider privatization

57% were sold to managers/employees
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Section 3. City governments’ decisions 
on privatization

(table)
• Most SOEs were owned by city governments

– City levels: provincial, prefecture, county, etc.
• Privatization in China were initiated and implemented mostly by city 

governments 
– City governments decide how to privatize 

• Fiscal discipline of a city government may affect the government’s 
choice of privatization policy
– Cities with softer budget constraints may chose to keep control rights in 

privatized firms
• Two measurements for fiscal discipline of a city government: 

– Fiscal balance of a city
– City government’s land allocation to SOEs 

• Government’s concern on labor shedding associated with privatization 
– For cities with more such concerns city governments may be less willing to go 

for full privatization
• Measurement for degree of concerns on labor shedding in a city

– Share of SOEs in city output

Cities chose MBO
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Cities chose not to MBO 
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What affect city governments’ decision on 
privatization policy: pro or con MBO? 

• Regression model

MBOi = β Firm-level Variablesi +δ City-level Variablesi + εi.

• Firm-level variables:
– Previously privatized/restructured
– Land included in privatization
– City government provided land to the firm
– City government provides loan guarantee to the firm

• City-level variable:
– City government’s fiscal balance
– The share of SOE in the city’s total industrial output

• 899 privatized firms located in 232 cities

Some cities systematically MBO less
• Less MBO if city governments gave more land to SOEs 

– With land provided land “for free,” then the government did not 
want the firms to be bought out by managers 

• Less MBO if city governments had weak fiscal discipline
– City governments with a weaker fiscal discipline prefer a less effective 

privatization so that they could retain their influence on firms

• Less MBO for cities with more SOEs
– Incentive of city government to use non-MBO when unemployment problem is 

more severe and re-deployment of laid-off workers is more difficult
– Example: Shanghai (MBO share is only 26%) and Tianjin (MBO share is 32%)
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City Governments & MBO:
(depend variable: MBO)

Section 4. How different privatization strategies 
re-allocate control rights

• Most Chinese SOEs were controlled by city governments
• Did privatization reduce the control of the city governments to the 

firms?  
• In our survey we asked the allocation of control rights among 

government, party committees, CEOs, corporate boards, and 
shareholder meetings in making key corporate decisions, 
– the appointment of top managers, employment/layoffs and wages/compensation, 

corporate financial issues, production, and operations. 
– They are rated with scores ranging from 0 to 5 in the order of greater importance

• After privatization
– The average influence on the corporate operation decisions dropped from 1.9 to 

0.4. 
– The control rights of party committees dropped from 2.0 to 1.2
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We investigate control rights’ 
re-allocation among these parties
• Control rights of local government
• Control rights of the Party committee within 

the firm
• Control Rights of CEOs
• Control Rights of Boards of Directors
• Control Rights of Shareholders Meetings

We investigate re-allocation of 
control rights’ on these decisions
• Appointment of top management 
• Employment/layoff  
• Wages/compensations 
• Investment Fund raising 
• Distribution of profits 
• Production and marketing
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Privatization vs. Control Rights Re-allocation
Pre-
privatization

Post-
privatization Pre-MBO Post-MBO Pre-Non-MBO 

Post-Non-
MBO

Panel A. Control Rights of Government

Average 1.9 0.4 1.9 0.08 1.9 0.7

Panel B. Changes of Control Rights of Party Committee 

Average 2.5 1.8 2.6 1.7 2.5 1.9

Panel C. Control Rights of CEOs

Average 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.7

Panel D. Control Rights of Boards of Directors

Average 2.8 4.3 1.9 4.3 3.4 4.2

Panel E. Control Rights of Shareholders 
Meetings

Average 1.9 3.6 2 3.6 1.8 3.6

total samples 899 899 403 403 486 486

MBO changed control rights of the firms
Other privatization approach did not 

• Local governments’ influences on major corporate decisions 
are significantly less for MBO firms than for others

• Local governments’ shares in MBO firms are significantly 
less than those under other privatization methods

• MBO firms take more measures to improve corporate 
governance. They are more likely  
– Established a board
– Changed core member of management team
– Adopted international accounting standard and independent 

auditing
• Selling to outsiders did not significant changes in all of 

those aspects
– Some of those might be window-dressing privatizations
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MBO firms take more measures in 
improving corporate governance

Section 5: Impacts of different 
privatization strategies on performance(table)

• We study the difference in performance improvement of privatized 
firms in comparison with non-privatized SOEs  (diff-in-diff approach)

• Basic regression model, with all privatized and non-privatized firms:
Performanceit = αi + βt + γ Postit + δXit + εit, (1)

• Performanceit : 
– operating profits (earnings before interest, tax, and depreciation, EBITDA) over 

assets 
– operating profits over the number of employees.

• Postit: a dummy variable indicating years after privatization (sets to 
zero for those SOE that has never been privatized). 

• Xit: firm control variables (assets, leverage (debt over assets), and lag 
of profitability to account for potential mean reversion in profits). 

• αi: a firm fixed effect; βt: a year fixed effect. 
• γ: the diff-in-diff estimate of the effect of privatization on firm 

performance; 
• Result: estimated γ is insignificant

– Pooling all privatized firms together, privatization had no impact
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Privatization had no impact when 
all privatized firms were pooled together

Privatization had no impact when 
all privatized firms were pooled together (2)
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Examine Some Privatization Methods
• Among different privatization methods, which one works?
• Most widely implemented privatization method in China is 

management buy-out (MBO)
– MBO in Russia and CE countries was not effective in improving performance 

(Boycko, et al., 1996; Frydman et al., 1999) 
• Based on the sample of privatized firms we estimate impact of MBO:

Performanceit = αi + βt + γ Postit + λ MBOi Postit + δXit + εit
• Interaction term MBOi Postit captures the differential performance 

improvement between MBOs and other methods of privatization 
• λ is significant and positive: MBO improved performance
• γ is insignificant: other privatization methods did not work
• How about selling assets to outsiders?
Performanceit = αi + βt + γ Postit + η Outsideri Postit + δXit + εit

• η is insignificant: selling assets to outsiders had no impact

MBO has significant and positive impact
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2SLS with instruments for MBO
• By controlling for pre-privatization performance, and non-MBO 

firm performance our diff-in-diff regressions suggest MBO 
improve performance

• Using city level variables as IVs for MBO to further study the 
impact of MBO on performance

• Instrumented MBO has significant and large positive impacts
– MBO*Post estimates are 3-times larger than the OLS estimates
– The OLS estimates may under-estimated: worse SOEs were 

more likely MBO
• Other privatization approaches did not work 

– The Post dummy is significantly negative
– Selling to outside private is associated with insignificant 

performance change for ROA; significantly reduce performance 
for earnings per employee.

MBO Effects: 2nd Stage Estimates
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Concluding remarks (table)

• Local governments initiated/implemented privatization
– They chose privatization methods 

• Local governments’ decisions on either and how to privatize 
are determined by the tradeoffs that they face

• Cities with stronger fiscal disciplines and less concerns on labor 
shedding tend to chose MBO privatization

• Other cities tend to chose no privatization or ineffective privatization 
• Control rights of MBO firms are substantially redistributed from city 

governments to private owner/managers
• MBO firms conducted significantly more and deeper restructuring 

than other privatized firms
• MBO had significant impacts in improving performance
• Other privatization methods failed to restructuring and failed to 

improve performance


